MoCCA Arts Festival Announces 2018 Programming, featuring Roz Chast, Andrew Aydin, Nate
Powell, Mike Mignola, Jamie Hernandez, Nicole J. Georges, Ann Telnaes, Anna Haifisch,
Dominique Goblet, Yvan Alagbé, and more!
NEW YORK, NY- The Society of Illustrators is proud to announce a robust and distinguished programming
schedule for the 2018 MoCCA Arts Festival, taking place April 7-8. This year’s programming will take place
at the beautiful Ink48 Hotel (653 11th Avenue at 48th street), steps away from our primary venue,
Metropolitan West at 639 West 46th Street.
Organized by Best American Comics Series Editor Bill Kartalopoulos, this year’s programming includes
spotlight sessions with all of this year’s MoCCA Guest of Honor: New Yorker cartoonist Roz Chast, Argentine
cartoonist Liniers, MARCH co-creators Andrew Aydin and Nate Powell, and Hellboy comics artist Mike
Mignola.
Featured guest Jaime Hernandez will also take the stage in a spotlight session, alongside a pair of focused
conversations among our distinguished international guests. Max de Radiguès and Anna Haifisch will
discuss the international comics scene, and Yvan Alagbé and Dominique Goblet will trace points of
connection in their recent work.
Focused panel discussions will address topics including a conversation about comics, community and
career hosted by Nicole J. Georges with Jennifer Camper, Kat Fajardo, and Ariel Schrag, as well as a
discussion of political cartooning and current events hosted by Marymount Manhattan College professor
Kent Worcester with artists Steve Brodner, Mr. Fish, Ann Telnaes, and Eli Valley. Other panels will feature
luminaries including Patrick McDonnell, Françoise Mouly, Gary Panter, Mark Siegel, Lauren Weinstein and
more.
A programming schedule can be found attached. Each programming event will last one hour, with a half
hour break between programming events. Admission to programming is included with MoCCA Arts Festival
admission. All seating is available on a first come-first served basis. Price of admission is $7 per day and will
grant attendees access to the Fest including the Exhibitors Hall, on-site Gallery space, and programming.
Tickets will be available for purchase at the door. Children under twelve are free. More information about
the Fest can be found here
About the Museum of Illustration at the Society of Illustrators:
Founded in 1901, the Society of Illustrators and its Museum of Illustration together comprise America’s
longest-standing nonprofit organization dedicated to the art of illustration. The mission of SI/MI is to promote
the art and appreciation of illustration and its history and evolving nature through exhibitions and
educational programs.
The MoCCA Arts Festival is a 2-day multimedia event, Manhattan’s largest independent comics, cartoon
and animation festival, drawing over 7,000 attendees each year. With 400 exhibiting artists displaying their
work, award-winning honorees speaking about their careers and artistic processes and other featured
artists conducting workshops, lectures and film screenings, our Festival mission accelerates the
advancement of the Society’s broader mission to serve as Manhattan’s singular cultural institution
promoting all genres of illustration through exhibitions, programs and art education. The 2018 MoCCA Arts
Festival will take place April 7-8th, 2018 at Metropolitan West in New York City with programming mere steps
away at Ink48 (653 11th Ave).
For media inquiries please contact:
Kate Feirtag, Director of Communications and External Relations: kate@societyillustrators.org
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SATURDAY APRIL 7
12:30 pm / GARAMOND ROOM
Comics, Community and Career
How can serving a community be part of building a sustainable career in comics? How do we make
decisions as to where to invest our labor, and why? In this discussion, comics professionals pass along their
best strategies for artistic success in comics, measuring achievement vs. success, and discuss what part
community-oriented work has played along the way. Nicole J. Georges (Calling Dr. Laura, Fetch) hosts a
discussion on these issues and more with panelists including Jennifer Camper (Juicy Mother), Kat Fajardo
(La Raza Anthology), and Ariel Schrag (Likewise, Adam).
12:30 pm / HELVETICA ROOM
Françoise Mouly and Mark Siegel in Conversation
In 2006, Mark Siegel launched First Second Books as an imprint of Macmillan. In 2008, New Yorker Art Editor
and RAW Magazine co-founder Françoise Mouly launched TOON Books as an independent publisher
devoted to comics for early readers. Over the past ten years, both publishers have doggedly carved out a
space for a wide range of books, edited with care and a high level of attention to production and design.
On the occasion of the tenth anniversary of TOON Books, Mouly and Siegel will engage in a public
conversation about their journeys as comics publishers making a case for their work in a constantly
changing publishing landscape.
2:00 pm / GARAMOND ROOM
Roz Chast in Conversation
Since she began publishing cartoons there in 1978, Roz Chast has completely redefined the concept of
what a New Yorker cartoon might be, and in the process has become one of that magazine’s signature
contributors. Chast’s many books include collections of her New Yorker cartoons, children’s books, and
collaborations with writers including Steve Martin and Stephin Merritt. Her graphic memoir Can’t We Talk
About Something More Pleasant? offers readers a moving and humorous account of the challenges that
come when one’s parents reach old age. Her most recent book is Going Into Town: A Love Letter to New
York. She will discuss her work in a live recording session with Gil Roth, host of the Virtual Memories podcast.
A selection of Roz's work will also available to view in the MoCCA gallery at the Fest.
2:00 pm / HELVETICA ROOM
The World of Liniers
Argentine cartoonist Liniers’s diverse body of work includes formally experimental comics, painting and
material for younger readers. He is also the co-founder of the publishing house La Editorial Común. For
more than ten years, Liniers has drawn a hugely popular daily strip, Macanudo, for the Argentine
newspaper La Nación, four volumes of which have been translated into English by Enchanted Lion Books.
He has published three works for younger readers with TOON Books: The Big Wet Balloon, Written and
Drawn by Henrietta, and, most recently, Good Night Planet. He currently is an artist-in-residence at the
Center for Cartoon Studies in White River Junction, VT. He will discuss his diverse career in a spotlight
presentation introduced and moderated by Jarad Green (The Center for Cartoon Studies).
Linier's appearance at MoCCA coincides with the exhibit “Art by Liniers: Macanudo, The New Yorker, and
Good Night, Planet” at the Society of Illustrators. A selection of pieces will also available to view in the
MoCCA gallery at the Fest.

3:30 pm / GARAMOND ROOM
Making MARCH
The ground-breaking trilogy of MARCH graphic novels, the first to win a National Book Award, chronicle
Congressman John Lewis’s experiences as a leader of the American Civil Rights movement. In this special
panel presentation, writer Andrew Aydin and artist Nate Powell, who collaborated with Congressman Lewis
to translate his story to the comics form, will discuss the March books, the process behind him, and the
series’ continuing relevance with National Book Foundation Executive Director Lisa Lucas.
Aydin and Powell's appearance at MoCCA coincides with the exhibit “The Art of MARCH: A Civil Rights
Masterpiece" at the Society of Illustrators. A selection of pieces will also available to view in the MoCCA
gallery at the Fest.
3:30 pm / HELVETICA ROOM
The International Scene: Max de Radiguès and Anna Haifisch
Every comics culture — no matter how vast only presents and perceives a fragmentary view of global
comics culture, a rich field of diverse human expression that is interconnected in some ways, and
disconnected in others. International festivals and publishers can be sites for global exchange, and
individual artists who travel and work outside of their home countries help develop ties between comics
cultures. Max de Radiguès’s graphic novel about his time at the Center for Cartoon Studies was part of the
Official Selection at the Festival International de la Bande Dessinée in Angoulême in 2012, and his second
English-language translation is forthcoming from Conundrum Press. He is additionally the co-publisher of the
Belgian publishing house Employ du moi. Anna Haifisch is internationally known for her comics series, The
Artist, and has published widely in many languages. Her book Von Spatz was recently published by Drawn
and Quarterly. They will discuss their work and the international comics scene with Bill Kartalopoulos.
SUNDAY APRIL 8
12:30 pm / GARAMOND ROOM
Jaime Hernandez: Locas and Legends
In 1981, Jaime Hernandez, with his brothers Gilbert and Mario, substantially inaugurated the era of
“alternative comics” with the debut of their series Love and Rockets. In the decades since, Jaime
Hernandez has developed a sprawling narrative world enfolding the L.A. punk scene, the
Mexican-American urban experience, cosmic superheroics, and the advance of middle age, rendered in
a fluid and informed visual style that places him among the master artists of the American comic book
tradition. At MoCCA he launches his first book for younger readers: The Dragon Slayer: Folktales from Latin
America (TOON Books). He will discuss his latest work and his career with Marc Sobel, author of The Love
and Rockets Companion.
12:30 pm / HELVETICA ROOM
Political Cartooning: Now, More Than Ever
In turbulent political times, when the stakes are high, a political cartoonist can visually dramatize complex
situations and clarify core issues in artful ways. Just when we need them most, political cartoonists, like
journalists, find themselves in an increasingly precarious position in American culture. Nevertheless, a cohort
of dedicated artists continue to accept the challenge of commenting visually on current events.
Marymount Manhattan College professor Kent Worcester will lead a discussion on contemporary political
cartooning with Steve Brodner, Mr. Fish, Ann Telnaes, and Eli Valley.

2:00 pm / GARAMOND ROOM
Yvan Alagbé and Dominique Goblet in Conversation
Francophone artists Yvan Alagbé (France) and Dominique Goblet (Belgium) have both recently seen their
first English-language editions published by New York Review Comics. Alagbe’s Yellow Negroes and Other
Imaginary Creatures debuts at MoCCA; Goblet’s Pretending is Lying was published last year. Alagbe’s
book considers, in fictional terms, the position of undocumented migrants in France. Goblet’s memoir
incorporates the voices of others who experienced the same life events as hers. Both blur the boundary
between truth and fiction and between the self and other. Goblet’s latest book is Plus si entente
(Frémok/Actes Sud), a collaboration with the German artist Kai Pfeiffer; Alagbé’s is the collaborative work
L'Evangile Doré de Jésus-Triste. These artists will trace points of contact between their work in conversation
with Mark Nevins (American Correspondent, Strapazin).
2:00 pm / HELVETICA ROOM
Somatic Comics: Drawing the Body
Comics frequently render the body — in ways both realistic and abstract — and are typically indeces of
the body, made by the hands of artists who labor at desks and tablets. Kriota Willberg’s work covers all
aspects of this spectrum: her new book Draw Stronger offers medically-grounded self-care instruction for
cartoonists engaged in the repetitive labor of comics-making, and her larger body of work includes
drawing and needlework based on anatomical and other medical imagery. She will be joined in a
discussion about comics, health, and images of the body by Kate Lacour (Vivisectionary) and Lauren
Weinstein (Normel Person, “Carriers”), whose work has engaged and expressed ideas about anatomy and
pathology in diverse and fascinating ways. Moderated by Marsha Hurst (Columbia University, Narrative
Medicine).
3:30 pm / GARAMOND ROOM
Mike Mignola Q+A
Mike Mignola first made his mark drawing comics and covers for comics publishers including DC and
Marvel. In 1993 Mignola launched Hellboy, his signature character and title. Rendered in Mignola’s
distinctive style, Hellboy became the core of an expanding universe of characters and titles that fused pop
and gothic elements in narratives that depicted apocalyptic stakes with humor and humanity. Hellboy has
been adapted into two live-action feature films, with a newly imagined film version set to premier in early
2019. Mignola’s appearance at MoCCA coincides with the exhibit “The Art of Mike Mignola: Hellboy and
Other Curious Objects” at the Society of Illustrators. Here, he will discuss his work with artist and educator
Nathan Fox (Chair, SVA MFA in Visual Narrative).
Mignola’s appearance at MoCCA coincides with the exhibit “The Art of Mike Mignola: Hellboy and Other
Curious Objects” at the Society of Illustrators. A selection of pieces will also available to view in the MoCCA
gallery at the Fest.
3:30 pm / HELVETICA ROOM
Why Nancy?
For decades Ernie Bushmiller's Nancy fired-up controversy: either readers loved it or...didn't. With the
publication of How to Read Nancy, cartoonists and educators Paul Karasik and Mark Newgarden have
delved deeply into the mysteries of both Nancy and the mechanics of the comics language. Karasik and
Newgarden will explore the deep attraction Bushmiller’s work continues to hold with an all-star panel of
artists including Roz Chast (The New Yorker), Patrick McDonnell (Mutts), and Gary Panter (Songy of
Paradise).

The MoCCA Arts Festival is sponsored in part by:

